Surface free energy of sulfur--revisited I. Yellow and orange samples solidified against glass surface.
Surface free energy of two different samples of solidified sulfur (yellow and orange) was investigated, using several approaches for its determination. It was found that values determined about two decades ago for surface free energy of sulfur were overestimated. From current studies the apparent value of this energy ranges between 30 and 60 mJ/m(2), depending on the kind and age of the sulfur samples (up to 1 year old) and/or the probe liquid used for the advancing and receding contact angle measurements. The energy has been calculated from van Oss et al.'s approach (Lifshitz-van der Walls, electron-donor, and electron-acceptor components), the contact angle hysteresis approach proposed by Chibowski, the equation of Owens and Wendt (dispersion and polar components), and Neumann et al.'s equation of state, as well as from equilibrium contact angle using Tadmor's procedure. The lowest values of the energy for 3-day- and 3-month-old samples of sulfur were calculated from the equation of state; they were below the range mentioned above.